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QUESTION 1:
Which two of the following are bundled with OVO? Select TWO.
A. SNMP agent
B. ECS engine
C. Network Node Manager
D. SNMP management platform
E. OV Performance Manager
Answer: B,C
QUESTION 2:
Which command is used to run the OVO offline backup?
A. opc_backup
B. opc_offbkp
C. itobackup
D. ovstop; tar-cv /var/opt/OV/database/dev/rmt/0;ovstart
Answer: A
QUESTION 3:
How can an operator email messages from the message browser to the OVO
administrator?
A. Drag and drop directly from the browser to an email application.
B. Highlight the opc_adm icon and use Edit->Copy and Edit->Paste in the message
browser.
C. Run the opc_msg_dump command, cut out the relevant messages from the file and
paste into an email application.
D. Save the messages into a file and mail the file or attach it to an outgoing mail
message.
Answer: D
QUESTION 4:
Choose three statements regarding 'ovpolicy' options and their correct usage. Select
THREE.
A. -a assigns the policy name <policy_name> to the selected nodes.
B. -e enables the policy with the policy name <policy_name>
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C. -d disables the policy with the policy name <policy _name>
D. -d distributes the policy with the policy name <policy _name> to the selected nodes
E. -d deletes the policy with the policy name <policy _name> to the selected nodes
F. -l lists the status of all installed policies
Answer: B,C,F
QUESTION 5:
What are two ways to stop the OVO agents on a specific subnet in a network? Select
TWO.
A. You select the parent symbol for that subnet in the IP map and then type opcragt -stop
-$OPC_NODES at a terminal window.
B. You select the parent symbol for that subnet in the IP map and then select
Actions->Agents->Stop Services.
C. If the subnet is organized as a node layout group or node group in OVO, select the
corresponding group and then select
Actions->Agents->Stop Services.
D. You select the parent symbol for that subnet in the IP map and use the Broadcast
Command application to input the command opcragt -stop
-all.
Answer: B,C
QUESTION 6:
The embedded performance component collects basic metrics and stores them. The
values of these metrics are stored _______.
A. in the Oracle database
B. on the management server in a proprietary data store
C. in an xml file on the managed node
D. in a proprietary database on the managed node
Answer: D
QUESTION 7:
If opcmon returns error 2 within a script, what has happened?
A. The script had some errors after the call to opcmon.
B. The opcmon call has worked, but there was a warning condition elsewhere in the
script.
C. The parameters used with the opcmon call were incorrect in some way.
D. The fully-qualified pathname to opcmon was incorrectly specified.
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